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the batronix programmer has been in the market for over 15 years. the company achieved a strong market position for its programming devices in the microcontroller market. this development is reflected by the many more customers who have chosen this device to develop micro-controller applications. a common problem
of this market is that the functions offered by the programmer are often listed in the manual in a very vague way. a microcontroller should always be programmed in the correct way to achieve the desired result. this is also true for programming devices. a programmer should not just be used as a source for writing the

needed program. the programmer must be used in a disciplined way. in most cases, documentation is created before and during the development process. in order to avoid time-consuming re-work, a documentation editor has been integrated into the prog-studio software allowing a prompt documentation of information
and important data content. working programs could be created with just a few steps. subsequently, the program could be debugged. a hardware microcontroller is not nessasary, because prog-studio includes a source level debugger and a mcs-51 emulator. programs can be transmitted to the microcontroller by just one

click (isp in-system-programming). beside basic functions as reading, programming, comparing, copying and erasing chips in the batronix programming devices,prog-studio 6 offers numerous other functions. the hex/ascii editor gives you many options for working with the component contents and the mc editor integrates a
comprehensive compiler/assembler/debugger for developers of microcontroller applications.
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